Evolution has tuned the nervous system of most animals to produce stereotyped behavioural responses to ethologically relevant stimuli. For example, female Drosophila avoid laying eggs in the presence of geosmin, an odorant produced by toxic moulds.
Introduction
Studying the neural circuit basis of innate behaviours in simple model organisms provides an ideal platform to discover how sensory signals are transformed into behavioural responses by the nervous system, arguably one of the fundamental goals of neuroscience. The olfactory system is a particularly shallow sensory modality where the sensory periphery is only two synapses away from higher brain areas important for organising behaviour and forming memories. In both insects and mammals, after processing in the first olfactory centre, divergent projections relay information to different higher olfactory centres, some of which appear to be specialised for innate behaviour and others for learning and memory [1] [2] [3] [4] . The periphery of the Drosophila olfactory system consists of ~1300 sensory neurons (ORNs) of ~50 distinct types, on each side [5, 6] . Each type, with a few exceptions, expresses only a single olfactory receptor that determines the neurons' response profile and characteristics [6] [7] [8] . Many receptors are quite broadly tuned, and for this reason, odours are typically encoded in the combinatorial activity of this parallel array of odour channels. However in certain cases of odours of particular ethological relevance may be encoded in the activity of just one odour channel. This situation of functionally segregated pathways, is sometimes referred to as labelled line encoding [9] [10] [11] [12] . The ORNs send their axons into the antennal lobe (AL) in the brain, where the ORNs expressing the same receptor converge onto just 1-10, presumably identical, second order projection neurons (PNs) and local neurons in ~50 distinct glomeruli [13, 14] . From the AL the axons of the PNs then go on to project to two higher olfactory processing centres: the mushroom body (MB) and the lateral horn (LH). The MB is crucial for associative learning, and key advances have been made in recent years regarding its circuit architecture and function, and the writing and retrieval of memories of different valence [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, our understanding of the LH remains considerably more limited. The LH is thought to be important for innate odour responses [19] , the PN axonal arbours in the LH have been shown to be hardwired and stereotyped across animals, and the general architecture of the brain area has been proposed to be organised by behavioural relevance of the afferent odour channels [20] , thus demonstrating some kind of behaviourally defined topography. However, to date, no direct evidence for the role of lateral horn neurons (LHNs) in innate odourguided behaviours has been published. Furthermore, only the pheromonal cVA-processing circuit has been traced until third order neurons of the lateral horn [21] [22] [23] . The study of labelled line encoding potentially has significant experimental advantages for linking olfactory circuits to behaviour. Indeed an ideal approach would be to trace labelled line odour channels of varying and well understood behavioural significance to the LH in order to test if LHNs are required for innate odour-guided behaviours, and also sufficient to trigger them when activated. Such an approach might also reveal if the general organisation of the LH is indeed defined by behavioural relevance, so that odour channels containing information of similar meaning to the animal synapse onto the same LHNs, the activity of which would then trigger an appropriate behavioural response. A specific opportunity to achieve this is offered by studying olfactory processing of the innately aversive compound geosmin [12] . Geosmin is a microbe-produced, aversion triggering, volatile chemical detected by a dedicated receptor, Or56a, expressed by only a single class of sensory neurons housed in the ab4 sensilla of the fly antennae [12] . The clearly defined behavioural significance of this signal, together with Or56a-expressing sensory neurons being the sole, dedicated geosmin sensors of the animal, make this functionally segregated pathway an ideal target for studies on how smells are transformed into behavioural responses in the fly brain. Here we use a combination of light and electron microscopy-based neuroanatomy, behavioural assays, electrophysiology, and functional imaging to trace the geosmin processing circuit from the periphery to the third order LHNs and select fourth order descending interneurons. We identify behaviourally necessary second order neurons, and necessary and sufficient third order neurons. We find convergence of multiple aversive odour channels in the LH: DA2 PNs form axo-axonic synapses onto the aversive DL4 PNs, and some LHNs receive inputs from several aversive PNs. However, we also find substantial divergence of the DA2 PN channel onto multiple LHN targets. Taken together the data show that while the path from sensory inputs to motor outputs may be as shallow as previously suggested (a minimum of 3 synapses between periphery and the nerve cord [22] ), even for a labelled line encoded stimulus the circuit broadens massively at the transition from second to third order level. This organisation might reflect the demands of more complex higher-order computations, needed by the animal to select a suitable behavioural response to a given sensory stimulus in a variable environment.
Results

Geosmin causes aversion in an egg-laying context but does not inhibit egg-laying, or affect other sexually dimorphic behaviours
Stensmyr et al. [12] showed that flies strongly avoid geosmin in an egglaying context using a two-choice oviposition assay. Additionally, flies (A) Egg-laying two-choice preference indices (PI) to geosmin for wild type (Canton S) flies, anosmic mutants, and flies with silenced geosmin responsive sensory neurons (Or56a ORNs). The chemical structure for geosmin marks the stimulus side. Groups are compared by a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test followed by planned comparisons of wild type group to the other groups by Wilcoxon rank sum tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections. n=27 (left), n=22 (middle), and n=17 (right). (B) Eggs laid per wild type fly under geosmin or solvent exposure (Welch's Two Sample t-test. n=12, n=11). (C) Expression pattern of R85E04, a GAL4 line that labels 5-6 DA2 PNs. A JFRC2 registered maximum intensity projection of a female brain, raw image data from Flylight database (http://flweb.janelia.org/cgi-bin/flew.cgi) [28] . Green channel is GFP and magenta, nc82 neuropil stain. (D) Raster plot of in vivo patch clamp recordings from DA2 PNs (R85E04-GAL4) to a panel of odorants [44] . Odour valve opening denoted by pale red bar, timebase ms. (E) Egg-laying two-choice preference indices (PI) to geosmin while silencing putative geosmin sensing PNs by expressing tetanus toxin light-chain (TNT) [30] via R85E04 (groups compared by a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test followed by post-hoc comparisons of experimental group to each of the parental groups by Wilcoxon rank sum tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections. n=38 for all groups). (F) Immunostainings against GFP, ChAT, and GABA in R85E04-GAL4, and the merge of the three. Single slices of confocal stacks showing the AL (magenta counterstain) and PN cell bodies (arrowheads). Significance values: * p<0.05 ** p<0.01 showed a milder avoidance in feeding and T-maze assays, as well as a minor reduction in walking speed in the Flywalk assay [12, 24] in response to the odour. Given the stronger results in the egg-laying context and the ethological rationale of geosmin as a signal for the presence of microorganisms that prevent development of Drosophila eggs, we selected the egg-laying two-choice assay as the primary behavioural basis for further experiments. As shown by earlier work [12] , wild-type flies avoid geosmin in an egglaying two-choice assay, and this avoidance is solely due to olfaction, more specifically, the Or56a expressing sensory neurons (fig 1A, fig  S1A) . As geosmin quantity did not appear to have a significant effect on the magnitude of the behavioural phenotype (fig S1B) , we opted for the smaller (5ul of 1:1000 dilution of geosmin) of the tested quantities for the rest of our experiments. Using yeast as an olfactory stimulus resulted in robust attraction (fig S1C) , showing that we can see both aversion and attraction by using the same behavioural assay. As the egg-laying aversion could in principle result from either positional aversion to the odorant, or by geosmin directly decreasing egg-laying, we also tested if geosmin affects egg-laying quantity in a no-choice situation. However, this appeared not to be the case: even high stimulus quantities (50 ul of 1:1000 dilution of geosmin) had no effect on the number of eggs-laid (fig 1B) . On the other hand, geosmin caused no discernable avoidance in a trap-assay when given the choice between just yeast or yeast and geosmin, neither in virgin nor mated females (although we did observe more mated females entering both traps, potentially due to an increased attraction to yeast odour) (fig S1D-E), further suggesting that its aversive effect might be particularly strong in the context of a search for a suitable egg-laying site. A related recent example of the behavioural state of the animal affecting the valence of an olfactory stimulus is given by a recent study [25] that shows that CO 2 , a commonly used aversive cue, can actually be attractive for foraging flies. Finally, we wanted to test whether geosmin affects any other reproduction related fly behaviours. However, we found no effect on male courtship, or female receptivity (fig S1F-I).
DA2 projection neurons are necessary for geosmin avoidance
Or56a expressing ORNs project to the DA2 glomerulus of the antennal lobe (AL) where they synapse with PNs that project to higher olfactory processing centers. Stensmyr et al. [12] performed patch clamp recordings from 66 PNs from 31 different glomeruli and found just two geosmin responsive neurons, and the dendrites of both targeted the DA2 glomerulus. This suggests that at the level of second order neurons, geosmin information is still represented as a labelled line code, similar to how pheromones are processed in the insect brain [26, 27] . We wanted a way to reproducibly target the geosmin responsive DA2 PNs in order to manipulate and record the activity of these neurons. To this end, we visually screened the FlyLight collection (http://flweb.janelia.org/cgi-bin/flew.cgi) [28] for GAL4 driver lines showing expression in the PNs. An initial search returned a driver line (R85E04) selectively labeling 5-6 uniglomerular PNs per hemisphere, which appeared to target the DA2 glomerulus, along with 3-4 neurons [20] . DA2 (n=8), DL4 (n=1), and V (n=1) traced from FCWB registered [32] confocal images from the FlyCircuit image dataset [31] .
in the antennal mechanosensory and motor centre ( fig 1C) and 1-2 neurons in the ventral nerve cord (not shown). To anatomically verify that the PNs labelled by R85E04 are indeed DA2 PNs, and postsynaptic to the geosmin sensing Or56a-expressing neurons, we expressed a genetically encoded chemical Halo-tag [29] in both the sensory neurons and the PNs by using a combination of Or56a-GAL4 and R85E04 driver lines, confirming that the expression in the ORNs and PNs was restricted to the same glomerulus (fig S1J) . Like other PNs taking the same medial antennal lobe tract, the DA2 PNs were positively labelled by anti-choline acetyltransferase antibody (ChAT), but not anti-GABA, and are thus excitatory (fig 1F) . Next, in order to confirm that geosmin information is indeed passed to R85E04 DA2 PNs, we carried out in vivo whole-cell patch clamp recordings. These revealed strong and highly selective responses to geosmin (fig 1D) , again supporting the labelled line coding of geosmin. We then proceeded to test the flies' behavioural response to geosmin with the egg-laying two-choice assay while silencing the synaptic output of DA2 PNs by expressing the tetanus toxin light-chain [30] via R85E04. This resulted in a striking abolishment of the avoidance behaviour ( fig 1E) . The behavioural phenotype was indistinguishable from anosmic flies (fig 1A) , suggesting that the DA2 PNs are absolutely necessary for geosmin sensing. In summary, R85E04 labels excitatory PNs postsynaptic to Or56a-expressing ORNs, that respond strongly and selectively to geosmin, and are necessary for geosmin avoidance behaviour in the context of egg-laying, an ecologically highly relevant task for the animal.
Aversive PNs are morphologically similar to each other and target the same region of the LH
We next wanted to look at DA2 PN axonal morphology in more detail to look for potential downstream targets in the geosmin processing circuit. To do this, we digitally reconstructed the 3D morphology of the neurons from available registered confocal image data of stochastically labelled single neurons of the FlyCircuit dataset [31, 32] (fig 2A) . DA2 PNs project exclusively to the LH and mushroom body (MB) calyx. In the absence of stereotyped connectivity at the PN-MB Kenyon cell (KC) synapses [15] , we thought it unlikely that MB connections mediate behavioural responses to an innately aversive odor like geosmin. Nevertheless, to test this possibility, we silenced KC synaptic output by driving the expression of tetanus toxin via a broad MB driver line MB247-GAL4. The results confirmed that MB KCs are not required for geosmin avoidance (fig S1K) , so we focussed our attention on the LH arbours. Several classes of PNs implicated in aversive odour processing [12, [33] [34] [35] [36] appear to have very similar axonal arborisations in the LH (fig 2B-D'''). While some of the aversive PNs-like the DA2 and the bilateral CO 2 sensing V PNs-form crescent shaped arborisations, projecting both to ventral and dorsal parts of the LH [37] , all of the PNs shown here appear to have projections in the ventral-posterior LH (dashed line in fig 2C) . As has recently been pointed out [33] , the DL4 PNs in particular have very similar axonal arborisations to those of the DA2 PNs in this part of the LH (fig 2C) . DL4 PNs are postsynaptic to the parasitic wasp Leptopilina boulardi pheromone (consisting of iridomyrmecin, actinidine, and nepatalactol) sensing Or49a/Or85f ORNs. This observation is especially interesting as the authors showed that wasp odour is aversive in an egg-laying context, but not in T-maze or trap-assays [33] . The morphological data, taken together with a recent study where the authors artificially activated different ORN channels in an egg-laying context [38] and saw that many of the most aversive odour channels project to the ventral-posterior LH, suggests that this region might be of special significance for egg-laying aversion, and hints at the possibility of valence-based integration of multiple odour channels taking place in the LH.
EM connectomics reveals axo-axonic convergence of aversive PNs and extensive divergence of the DA2 pathway in the LH
In order to look for downstream targets of the geosmin processing circuit, and thus also LH neurons that might act as integrators based on the behavioural valence of the odours, we took two parallel approaches. First, we reconstructed DA2 PNs and their postsynaptic 3rd order partners in the LH in a recently acquired whole-brain electronmicroscopy (EM) volume of the female Drosophila [39] using the CATMAID software toolkit [40, 41] . Secondly, we performed a lightlevel anatomical in silico screen to look for genetic driver lines containing LHNs putatively downstream of DA2 PNs. These approaches complement each other: EM tracing, while much more laborious, provides unambiguous confirmation of synaptic connectivity between DA2 PNs and their partner neurons; light-level screening provides a faster route to obtain reagents for behavioural or functional connectivity testing. We will discuss the EM connectomics approach first, followed by the light-level screen. Zheng et al. [39] had recently identified 5 DA2 PNs on the right-hand side of the whole-brain EM volume. We carefully verified this identification, independently identified the glomerulus on the left hand side of the fly brain, and showed that these two glomeruli are coinnervated by the same ORNs (like most Drosophila olfactory receptor neurons, DA2 ORNs have bilateral projections to homologous glomeruli on both sides of the brain); the left hemisphere also contained 5 DA2 PNs (fig 3A-B) . The same process was repeated for the single DL4 PN (fig 3B) . We then marked up the presynaptic sites (a total of 1813 presynapses, 985 of which are in the right hemisphere) in the LH for all 10 DA2 PNs as a starting point for identifying their postsynaptic partners (see fig S2A for an example). Surprisingly, we found a significant number (n right side=25; n left side=27) of axo-axonic synapses from the DA2 PNs to the single DL4 PN in each hemisphere (fig 3C-E, fig S2B) . As noted earlier, DL4 is activated by pheromone components of Leptopilina parasitoid wasps and also mediates oviposition avoidance [33] . The synapses appear to form clusters and are mostly located on the ventral branch of the PNs, as well as the point where the neurons split into the dorsal and ventral branches (fig 3D) .
Crucially, no other PN channel (of the remaining 49 uniglomerular excitatory PN types) receives more than 2 synaptic inputs from the DA2 PNs (fig 3E) . In addition to this, the 5 DA2 PNs synapse strongly onto each other (n right side=42; n left side=37) (fig 3E, fig S2B) , thus showing within-odour channel divergence and re-convergence that possibly serves to increase signal detection speed [42] .
To assess whether the DA2 to DL4 synapses are a function solely of the close proximity of their axonal arbors or show further evidence of selective connectivity, we checked which other non-DA2 PNs pass within 1µm radius (>86% of PN axo-axonic synapses occur within this threshold) of DA2 output synapses in the LH. This revealed that, although other PN classes repeatedly pass close to DA2 synapses (DC2 being a notable example), DL4 is the only one to receive significant input (fig S2C) . Thus, the ratio of observed to potential PN-PN connectivity is much higher for DA2-DL4 than other neighbouring PNs, further underlining the specificity of this connection. Behavioural valence-based axo-axonic integration of PN odour channels has not been described before, and might be an important mechanism for choosing similar behavioural responses to odours of similar significance to the fly. We next searched for downstream LHN targets of the DA2 PNs using a sampling based strategy (see Methods for details). For this, we looked for neurons downstream of a single right-hand side DA2 PN. This approach identified a surprisingly large number of downstream targets: a total of 151 neurons (fig 4A) from 298 randomly sampled connections. The majority of these neurons were reconstructed to identification (i.e. sufficient to identify the overall morphology and class of the neuron, including soma and major branches) but not to completion i.e. omitting finer branches; this amounted to a total of 161 mm of traced cable. Nevertheless the combination of this random sampling along with extensive follow-up tracing (which identified 1729 connections to these 151 partner neurons out of an estimated total of 7310 DA2 output synapses, i.e. 24% complete) already allows us to draw some conclusions about the distribution of connection strengths and the diversity of cell types. The identified partner neurons are morphologically diverse. We first classified them into 4 broad groups: olfactory PNs, local and output neurons of the LH (i.e. LHLNs and LHONs) and other neurons ( fig  4A) . More than half (61%) of the sampled synapses were onto LH output neurons (LHONs), and one fourth (24%) onto local neurons; this ratio of 2.5 is a good estimate of the relative connection strength of DA2 PNs onto the output (principal) neurons of the LH versus the local neurons. The olfactory PN group was the smallest (8 neurons, 7% of sampled synapses). Besides the DA2-DL4 interaction already described, the only other notable interaction was from DA2 PNs onto the axon terminals of a single inhibitory PN (2 random synapses, 13 total). Intriguingly the "other" group (n=12, 8%) included two presumptive taste PNs (with dendritic arbours in the suboesophageal zone) and a projection neuron innervating the VP4 dry air sensitive glomerulus [43] . All three received strong input on their axon arbours in the LH (27, 15, 23 total connections). Light level matches for these neurons can be viewed at virtualflybrain.org (VFB_00006745, VFB_00011799, VFB_00011086). This shows that the DA2 to DL4 axo-axonic connection described earlier is not unique, but that this pattern of connectivity can also be observed in select cross-modal interactions. A dry environment is likely a risk factor for eggs and newly hatched larvae; it is tempting to speculate that the taste PNs may respond to cues indicative of unfavourable egg laying sites. To better understand the diversity of the remaining targets, we refined our coarse classification with hierarchical clustering of neuronal morphologies using NBLAST [32] (see methods). We used a single cut height of the resultant dendrogram tuned to identify anatomical (and likely functional) cell types based on our recent work ( [44] , see methods). This analysis divided 143 downstream partner neurons (identified from 287 randomly sampled connections) into 72 candidate cell types ( fig 4B) ; note that this excludes 8 olfactory PNs connected via axo-axonic synapses. We provide a general summary of our results now and consider selected examples in greater detail in later results sections. Local neurons (LHLNs) accounted for 9 of the identified groups while LHONs contributed to 53. The diversity of LHONs appears to be considerably larger than the number of local neurons, an effect that exceeds the 2.5 fold difference in output strength noted earlier. The top 4 LHLN groups accounted for 70% of the randomly sampled synapses. Exploratory analysis of these strongly connected groups identified three distinct patterns of connectivity. Group 1 (n=8 neurons) had arbours restricted to the domain of the DA2 axons, are mixed polarity neurons with extensive reciprocal connectivity. We inferred likely neurotransmitter phenotypes by comparing morphologies with a new split Gal4 collection for which neurotransmitter information is available (Dolan et al., in preparation); this group contains PV4a12/PV4b2 cell types [44] , which are glutamatergic. Group 32 (n=4) has arbours restricted to the medial domain of the DA2 axons, contains GABAergic neurons of the PV2 lineage and has weaker reciprocal connectivity. Group 22 contains a distinct class of PV4 neurons, also presumed glutamatergic, with polarised arbours that receive DA2 input and apparent axonal domains with widespread ramifications within the LH as well as the adjacent SLP region. These patterns suggest distinct computational roles -for example although group 1 and group 22 are both glutamatergic (a bifunctional transmitter though typically inhibitory in the fly CNS), the former may control the gain/dynamics of transmission from DA2 axons, while the latter may provide an additional computational layer within the LH between distinct pre and postsynaptic partner neurons.
We have already noted that we identified many more LHON than LHLN morphological clusters. Since the former also receive 2.5x more synapses, it could be that this disparity is because we identified a long tail of weakly connected LHONs. However we find that the strongly connected LHONs are also morphologically diverse. For example the 23 most strongly connected LHON groups (48 neurons) accounted for 70% of the synaptic budget (compare with 4 LHLN groups to reach the same proportion). We were somewhat less successful at positively inferring neurotransmitter phenotypes for the strongest LHONs, but many appear to be cholinergic and therefore excitatory although there were also examples of likely GABAergic or glutamatergic cells; this is in clear contrast to LHLNs where none of the strongest partners were cholinergic. The morphological diversity implied by our cluster analysis is matched by a corresponding diversity of LHON projections to various neuropil regions (fig 4D-E) thought to be involved in multimodal sensory integration [22, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] including the ipsilateral LH, superior lateral protocerebrum (SLP), anterior ventrolateral protocerebrum (AVLP), superior clamp (SCL), and the posterior-lateral protocerebrum (PLP). This distribution is similar to that recently described for LHONs at large [44, 50] and includes convergence zones such as the SLP known to receive output from the mushroom body [17] . We examine specific examples in more detail below. Our random sampling represents 21.3% of the total LH outputs for a single DA2 neuron (out of five per hemisphere). Obtaining a statistically rigorous estimate of the total number of DA2 partner neurons based on the random sampling data is challenging. Furthermore estimating the total number of partners without also obtaining information on their connection strengths would not be biologically meaningful -it is unlikely that partners receiving just one synaptic connection would have a significant behavioural impact. We therefore restrict ourselves to what we believe to be a conservative summary based only on existing tracing. We have identified (see AV1a1 Pigeon below) a behaviourally relevant neuron receiving a total of 7 DA2 inputs. If we use this as a threshold then 35 clusters (containing a total of 80 neurons) have at least one neuron known to receive this many connections. We anticipate that these numbers will increase markedly as future tracing increases the fraction of identified synaptic partners. In summary, the geosmin processing pathway, which shows a labelled line organisation in the sensory periphery, shows convergence with the behaviourally related DL4 PN channel at the level of PN axons, as well as considerable divergence at the transition from second to third-order neurons. The wiring logic of the LH therefore appears to be considerably more complex than suggested by light microscopy studies of pheromone pathways [22, 23] . PNs carrying odour information of similar behavioural meaning do not synapse onto just a small number of shared postsynaptic targets.
Convergence of aversive PN channels
As all the PNs on the right hemisphere had been completed at this point, tracing out the LHNs allowed us to identify inputs from all 51 olfactory glomeruli, including the remaining 4 DA2 PNs that were not used for the sampling. We could also compare the number of synaptic connections found by random sampling to the total number of synaptic connections: even though most of the neurons were seen to receive only a single connection to the DA2 PN in our random sampling (fig 4C) , the majority of these were now shown to actually be multiply connected (fig S2E) . For the subset of LHNs that we traced to completion, the median number of DA2 inputs from all 5 PNs was ~10 even for the neurons that received only a single connection in the random sampling. Additionally, the neurons that received multiple hits in the random sampling were found to be, on average, more highly connected overall. The large number of DA2 targets precluded a comprehensive analysis of all pathways. We therefore selected a few LHNs for further study based on the extent of DA2 input, availability of genetic reagents (see below) or distinctive anatomical features. We first examined AD1a3 Aspis, one of the strongest DA2 downstream targets (most strongly connected after initial ~10% random sampling, tied second place after ~20%) ( fig 5A) . AD1a3 is a systematic identifier that defines a cell type within a comprehensive LHN nomenclature that we have recently established [44] . Aspis is a unique identifier given to the single cell of this class identified on the fly's right within the full adult female EM volume. Aspis receives in total 108 synaptic inputs from all 5 DA2 PNs of the right hemisphere and projects to the superior intermediate protocerebrum and superior lateral protocerebrum. Interestingly, this still only represents ~1.6 % of the total synapses that DA2 PNs make in the LH. While it receives strong input from DA2, DC2 (that has been reported to respond to multiple aversive odorants, including benzaldehyde [35] , but also to other odours [51] ), and DC4 (aversive protons [52] ), it also receives strong input from a relatively broad set of PN channels of varying valence (fig 5B,C) , making it an unlikely candidate for specifically integrating aversive input.
LHN cell type PV6a3 [44] , represented by the neuron Caligari in our dataset, is another strong DA2 downstream target: it is tied with Aspis for connections found in the random sampling, and the third strongest (C) Heatmap representation of PN to selected LHN connectivity, normalised by the total PN inputs to each neuron, and colour-coded by putative behavioural relevance [12, 33, 35, 36, 51, 52, 54] . Odour channels implicated in aversive behaviour, specifically in an egg-laying context, are marked with asterisks [12, 33, 38, 58] .
there are several PN classes that are thought to carry aversive odour information: DC4 [52] , DC2 [35, 51] , and DL4 (parasitic wasp pheromones [33] ). Thus, this LHON appears to be an ideal candidate to perform valence-based integration, a computation we hypothesised might take place in the LH. Unfortunately, the neuron does not morphologically match any previously described neurons, and we were unable to find a driver line targeting it. Thirdly, a large, brain spanning neuron Lazarus receives strong bilateral synaptic input from DA2 PNs in the LH (right side=31, left side= 19, ~0.5% of DA2 synapses in the LH), and sends bilateral projections to the calyx of the MB, as well as PLP, SLP, AVLP, SCL, inferior clamp, and superior medial protocerebrum (fig 5A'') . Strikingly, DA2 PNs are its sole source of uniglomerular PN input in the LH (fig 5B''&C ). An NBLAST [32] search against the FlyCircuit database [31] found a good match for the neuron (fig S2F) . Based on the morphology and the presence of neuropeptidergic dense core vesicles (fig S2G) , Lazarus is likely to be the ADLI neuron described in [53] , which expresses natalisin, a neuropeptide widely conserved in arthropods, potentially involved in reproductive behaviours. Finally, we identified two type AV1a1 [44] LHONs including the supposedly aversive (DL5, DC2, D [35, 51] ), food [51, 54] and even pheromonal inputs (VA1v [55] ) (although notably, activating the VA1v pathway in isolation was recently shown to be strongly aversive in an egg-laying context [38] ). Interestingly, many of the strongly connected food related PNs (VC5,VL2a, VL2p, VM1) receive sensory information via the family of ionotropic IR receptors [56] . These mainly respond to acids and polyamines [57] . The latter have been shown to be attractive in a T-maze but aversive in an egg-laying context (although this may involve the gustatory system) [58] . While the AV1a1 neurons were not the strongest targets of DA2 PNs, nor as selective to it as some of the other LHNs, there are nevertheless a few factors that make them particularly interesting. Firstly, the same neuron type (AV1a1) came up in our sampling twice (Duck and Pigeon). Secondly, morphologically similar neurons have been suggested to be important for aversive odour processing based on functional imaging experiments performed on a relatively broad driver line [59] . Thirdly, the dendrites of the neurons arborise in the ventralposterior LH where most aversive PNs send their axonal projections. A recent paper, using a novel olfactogenetic approach suggests that this area of the LH may mediate negative egg-laying decisions similar to the avoidance of geosmin [38] . A statistical cross-comparison of the AV1a1 inputs and the odour channels recently reported to be most aversive in an egg-laying context [38] shows that both neurons receive more inputs from aversive channels than would be expected by chance: 5C for overview) .
Light-level in silico anatomical screen for DA2 downstream targets finds cell type-specific driver lines
For our parallel light-level screening for DA2 downstream neurons and driver lines, we used registered confocal stacks of R85E04 converted into a binary mask showing the axonal projections pattern of the PNs in the LH (fig 6A) . This mask was then co-visualised together with Janelia FlyLight GAL4 lines [28] that had been annotated to have expression in the LH (a total of 351 GMR lines annotated by Frechter et al. [44] ) (see fig 6B-C for an example) . The GMR lines were then manually scored for amount of overlap (reflecting the a priori probability of synaptic connectivity), and sparseness of expression pattern (allowing better identification of LHN cell type and more specific targeting of LHN types). For most of the best candidate LHN types we were also able to identify a Split-GAL4 line from a collection being made as a part of an ongoing effort to create a comprehensive cell type-specific driver line library for LHNs (Dolan et al., in preparation). Overall, the in silico screen narrowed down the number of putative DA2 downstream targets to 18 LHN types, 12 of which could be accessed relatively specifically through either GAL4 or Split-GAL4 lines (details will be described in Dolan et al., in preparation).
AV1a1 LHNs found in LH728 and LH1983 trigger aversion and are necessary for geosmin avoidance in egg-laying
To look for behaviourally relevant LHNs potentially downstream of DA2 PNs, we next carried out a behavioural optogenetic activation screen on the hits of the in silico anatomical screen for aversion triggering LHNs. As the Split-GAL4 lines in most cases had stronger expression levels as well as less off-target expression, they were used instead of the GMR GAL4 lines where possible. A total of 27 driver lines (for 12 LHN types) were tested (the full details of the screen in Dolan et al., in preparation). The behavioural experiments were carried out similarly to [17] , using a four-field arena (fig 6D) , and only female flies were used for the screen. However, only two of the tested driver lines that had LHNs putatively downstream of DA2 PNs triggered aversion in this assay (in comparison to the mildly phototactic genetic control Empty-Split GAL4) (fig 6E, S3A-C 6F-G) . Both Split-GAL4 lines shared a parent line (R22D02, fig 6B) and appear to label a small group of neurons with their somas ventral and medial to the ventrolateral protocerebrum (AVLP). Both lines appear to contain the same two strongly labelled neurons sending dendrites to the (ventral) LH and axons to the AVLP, and no other LHNs. These LHNs belong to the neuron type AV1a1 according to a recent LHN annotations [44] , are cholinergic (Dolan et al., in preparation), and appear morphologically very similar to the AV1a1 neurons Duck and Pigeon found downstream of DA2 PNs in the EM sample (fig 6H) .
To quantitatively match the neurons labelled by LH728 and LH1983 to the EM tracings we generated light-level tracings of the neurons in LH1983. LH1983 was used for this as the signal to noise ratio of the line was deemed better (see fig 6F-G) . As the processes of the two LHNs were in many places too close to resolve, the tracing resulted in a single hybrid skeleton of the two AV1a1 neurons found in the line. However, overlaying the light-level tracing (black) with Duck and Pigeon (green, magenta) reveals remarkably similar morphology ( fig  6I) . Moreover, a quantitative comparison of morphology between the light-level tracing and all the 33 neurons taking the AV1 tract using the NBLAST algorithm [32] shows that the top matches are Duck (NBLAST similarity score=0.69) and Pigeon (NBLAST similarity S3D) . Taken together with the fact that no other AV1 tract neuron appears to get significant amount of synaptic input from DA2 PNs, these data strongly suggest that the LHNs in the driver lines are in fact the AV1a1's Duck and Pigeon. As type AV1a1 neurons were the only putative downstream targets of DA2 PNs that triggered aversion in our optogenetic screen, we wanted to characterise their role in geosmin avoidance behaviour in more detail.
Silencing the synaptic activity of the neurons by expressing the tetanus toxin light chain via LH728 resulted in a loss of geosmin avoidance in the egg-laying two-choice assay (fig 6J) . Thus the AV1a1 neurons appear to be not only sufficient to cause aversion when activated, but also necessary for the geosmin aversion response, suggesting that they are a key node in the circuit. As the loss of function phenotype could in principle be explained by the silencing of AV1a1 neurons causing a general deficit in olfactory sensing or odour guided behaviours, we tested whether the same flies could still respond to other odours in a similar task. However, silencing the AV1a1 neurons via LH728 had no effect on attraction to yeast odour in the egg-laying two-choice assay (fig 6K) . Finally, we also tested whether the AV1a1 neurons found in LH728 respond to odour stimulation with geosmin. As we deemed the cell-bodies of the neurons to be too ventrally located to be accessible by in vivo electrophysiology, we opted to use in vivo two-photon microscopy to image the activity of the GCaMP3.0 calcium reporter [60] in the LH dendrites instead. The functional imaging revealed relatively small but significant responses to geosmin, but not to vinegar (a broadly coded attractive odorant) (fig 6L-M) .
In summary, the light-level screening allows us to identify and target a small group of LHNs (type AV1a1), show that they are sufficient to trigger aversion, confirm that they respond to geosmin, and are necessary for geosmin aversion in the context of egg-laying. We were also able to match the neurons in the driver lines to the neurons traced in the EM volume, and thus unify the two parallel approaches taken to find DA2 downstream targets in the LH.
Further downstream tracing from the LH identifies descending neurons
The considerable divergence of the geosmin processing pathway at the 2nd to 3rd order level means that within the scope of this work we are unable to follow all of the connected LHNs deeper into the brain. Instead we chose to focus our efforts on a small number of LHONs we judged to be of special interest. As Aspis (AD1a3) was thought to be too broadly tuned (receiving input from almost half of the uniglomerular PNs) (fig 5B) , and we observed dense core vesicles in Lazarus (fig S2F) , raising the possibility of it acting on its downstream targets through volume transmission-based neuromodulation, we opted to focus on Caligari (PV6a3) and Duck, the stronger of the two AV1a1 neurons receiving DA2 input. Caligari (PV6a3) receives strong input from DA2 (n of synapses=68), as well as from a number of other aversive PN channels (DC4, DC2, and DL4) (fig 5B') . Interestingly, it also appears to be selective to them, making it an ideal example of an LHN that integrates odour channels of similar valence. In order to explore how the integrated aversion signal is transformed into behaviour in the fly brain we traced further downstream from Caligari by the random sampling approach (fig S4A) . We identified 14 postsynaptic partners receiving 2 or more synapses, the strongest of which appears to be a neuron projecting to the subesophageal zone (fig 7A-B) . It is therefore possible that at least part of the next computational step in the circuit is to integrate the aversive odour signal with gustatory signals. While Duck and Pigeon do not receive input solely from PN channels thought to be aversive, they appear to be especially important for transforming the sensory input into a behavioural response. Downstream sampling from the Duck axons in the VLP reveals a variety (n=44) of postsynaptic partners (fig 7C-D) , many of which were also observed to receive input from the other AV1a1 neuron Pigeon. Perhaps most notably, we find two descending neurons DNp Redhead and DNp Velvet projecting to the ventral nerve cord (fig 7C, highlighted by the orange and green arrowheads). Both of these descending neurons also receive input from Pigeon. This suggests that the shortest path from antennal ORNs to the neurons directly involved in motor control might be as few as 4 synapses in this circuit.
Discussion
Innate odour-guided behaviours in Drosophila have long been thought to depend on the LH [19] . However positive evidence for this has been lacking, in large part due to the absence of genetic reagents to target third order LHNs. Here we characterise the innately aversive geosmin processing pathway from peripheral sensory neurons through PNs and LHNs all the way to 4th order DNs by a combination of light-and EMlevel neuroanatomy, behavioural experiments, electrophysiology, and functional imaging. We identify behaviourally relevant PNs and LHNs (i.e. 2nd and 3rd order neurons), and observe a significant divergence of the pathway at the level of PN to LHN connectivity, as well as convergence of multiple aversive pathways onto the same LHN targets. Some of these LHN targets go on to synapse onto descending 4th order neurons that project to the nerve cord, suggesting that the shortest path from sensory to motor neurons could be as short as 4 synapses (see fig 8 for summary).
Axo-axonic convergence of aversive signals
We describe, for the first time to our knowledge, the presence of axoaxonic synapses between olfactory PNs. The connection seems to be specific between DA2 and the parasitic wasp-pheromone-processing DL4 PNs: there are numerous other PNs in the vicinity of DA2 synapses with which they could potentially connect, but do not. This convergence only happens at the LH, after the axons have passed the MB. Thus the two channels can in theory be separate for the purposes of learning, but still converge for hard-wired responses. The functional significance of these synapses is not yet clear, but it seems likely that the excitatory input from DA2 PNs will make DL4, and its downstream targets, more likely to fire if the DA2 channel is active as well. The synapses are localised primarily in the ventral branches of the PNs, as well as the point where axons split into the ventral and dorsal branches (fig 3D) . Furthermore, they are organised into clusters, which should facilitate the summation of synaptic potentials by the DL4 neurons.
Notably, the connections are almost exclusively unidirectional: DA2 onto DL4 suggesting that part of the DA2 response could be organised through DL4 downstream circuiry. This organisation could be a consequence of developmental timing (DL4 is an embryonic born PN [61] , whereas DA2 develops later [62] ). Also, larvae avoid wasp odours [33] , but not geosmin, and indeed lack the receptor for it), or evolutionary order of arrival, so that later arriving PN channels engage existing circuitry. Finally, as synapses are energetically very costly even compared to the rest of the brain [63, 64] , convergence already at the level of PNs seems like a cost-efficient solution to the problem of energy-information tradeoffs [65, 66] . Our unpublished observations (Schlegel, Bates et al., in preparation) have found that there are numerous other axo-axonic PN interactions, that these are largely unidirectional, and specifically link behaviourally related groups of PN channels. Thus, convergence of similar odour channels seems to take place in the LH, but this already happens at the level of second order olfactory neurons.
Extensive divergence of the geosmin pathway in the LH
The arrival of DA2 PNs in the LH appears to demarcate the end of 'labelled line' encoding: DA2 PNs synapse onto a large and diverse population of LHN targets, many of which receive input from multiple classes of PNs. Previous work based on functional experiments and light microscopy [22, 23] , together with the similar PN axon morphologies of related odour channels [20, 33, 67] , has suggested that the path from smell to behaviour might be quite direct for innate responses. The observed massive broadening of the circuit shows that this view of the LH is too simple: while the downstream networks may not be particularly deep in terms of synaptic layers, they are clearly broad. However, the number of DA2 target LHNs is perhaps only surprising when thinking of behavioural responses to odours in an equally oversimplified, unidimensional (attraction-aversion, measured by preference indices) manner. Odour valence has been a useful concept for studying how sensory responses are transformed into behaviour, and how memory works, but we need to develop a more multidimensional view of what a behavioural response to an odorant is, and what it requires of the animal computationally. Odour identity and valence (in its simplest sense) are not enough for the fly to produce an appropriate behavioural response: rather this is a process of dynamic sensory-motor integration using variables such as wind direction [24, 68, 69] , changes in concentration as a function of time, internal context [25, 70] , and previous experiences [71, 72] . Furthermore, the behavioural response, manifesting itself in attraction or aversion, is in fact a more complex combination of turns and straight runs [73, 74] orchestrated by the neural circuits downstream of PNs and LHNs. Further work with celltype specific manipulations of connected LHNs, together with higher spatiotemporal resolution behavioural assays, could aid in determining the exact roles of the connected neuron types, and how they enable the fly to avoid an odour source. Finally, as the animal is unable to do two things simultaneously, some local LHNs might serve to cross-inhibit other odour channels, perhaps resulting in a winner-take-all type of responses in LH and downstream neurons. Determining the neurotransmitter profiles of the neurons will therefore also be an important step forward.
Convergence of aversive signals on LHNs
Despite the considerable broadening of the 'labelled line' within the LH, we identify LHNs that based on behavioural or connectivity data may be key nodes in the circuit. One example is the PV6a3 LHN Caligari, which, based on its PN inputs, appears to confirm our starting hypothesis for LHNs downstream of DA2 PNs: it integrates several aversive inputs. However, until a driver line labeling the neuron is identified, we are unable to probe its functional role. Another interesting example is ADLI Lazarus, one of two neurons in the brain releasing the natalisin neuropeptide [53] ; it receives olfactory input in the LH exclusively from the DA2. Previous work on manipulating natalisin levels pan-neuronally, or natalisin expressing neurons via ntl-GAL4 result in male courtship and female receptivity reductions [53] . Although manipulating the ntl-expressing neuron activity did not show any egg-laying behavioural phenotypes in Drosophila, a knock down of ntl in the red flour beetle T. castaneum resulted in a reduced number of eggs laid, although the origin of this phenotype was not clear [53] . In any case, the extremely specific set of inputs in the LH makes this neuron somewhat of an anomaly, and therefore intriguing. Finally, we identify the AV1a1 LHNs (Duck and Pigeon) which, although not exclusive to aversive PN input, do appear to integrate information from multiple aversive odour channels, respond to geosmin, and are necessary for geosmin avoidance in an egg-laying context, as well as sufficient to cause avoidance when artificially activated. Despite the activation phenotype, whether AV1a1 neurons in fact are under normal circumstances only relevant for olfactory avoidance in an egglaying context, or controlling aversion more generally is unclear for the time being. However, the fact that the synapses from DA2 PNs to AV1a1 neurons represent only ~0.4% of the DA2 synapses in the LH, but silencing the neurons results in complete abolishment of the egglaying aversion, lead us to think they might be selectively required in this context. This view is also supported by the observation that the neurons get strong input from PN channels that have been shown to be specifically aversive in the egg-laying context (such as DL4), or have even been shown to be attractive in other assays (VA1v) [55] , but appear to be aversive in the egg-laying context [38] . Indeed, as mentioned above, these neurons receive more egg-laying aversion related inputs than would be expected by chance. If the role of the AV1a1 is in fact limited to the egg-laying context, the other DA2 input receiving LHNs might then be required for some other olfactory-guided behaviours, such as long-range aversion. Thus the multitude of LHN types downstream of the PN channel could exist to match the number of behavioural options that the animal has. Other external and internal information would then perhaps result in only one or few of these postsynaptic neurons being activated at a time.
Further behavioural experiments together with cell-type specific manipulations should be able to clarify this.
Odour inputs onto descending neurons
By tracing downstream of the AV1a1 LHNs we identify interneurons descending to the ventral nerve cord. This suggests that while the transition from smell to behaviour for aversive odours may involve a much broader repertoire of higher olfactory neurons than previously thought, at its shallowest it may have the same number of synaptic levels (minimum of 4) as suggested previously for pheromone responses [22] . This is one synapse fewer than what is thought to be the case for escape responses triggered by visual stimuli in Drosophila [75] , possibly reflecting the increased relative complexity of the visual computations needed to react to a rapidly approaching object. It is also worth noting that the olfactory information receiving DNs have some of their arbours very close to the giant fiber DNs involved in visual escape behaviours. An intriguing possibility would be that under certain conditions, for example when landing on a noxious microenvironment,
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Lateral horn Geosmin is detected by ORNs expressing the OR56a receptor, housed in the ab4 sensillae of the antennae (left). The ORNs project to the AL where they converge onto 5 PNs, as well as local neurons (not shown), in the DA2 glomerulus. The DA2 PNs then go on to project to the LH, forming en passant synapses onto the Kenyon Cells of the MB on the way (not shown). In the LH the DA2 PNs form axo-axonic synapses onto each other (not shown), and the single aversive, parasitic wasp pheromone responsive DL4 PN. They also synapse onto a total of 80 3 rd order neurons, some of which receive PN input only from DA2 (the neuropeptidergic ADLI Lazarus), some which appear to integrate input only from aversive PNs (PV6a3 Caligari), and some that receive input from multiple aversive PNs, but also non-aversive PNs (AV1a1 Duck and Pigeon). The latter are, although only receiving ~0.4% of the total synaptic inputs that DA2 PNs make in the LH, sufficient to trigger aversion when artificially activated, as well as necessary for geosmin aversion in the egg-laying context. The pathway then diverges further, onto multiple 4th order target neurons, some of which are DNs sending their axons to the nerve cord. Numbers of neurons are marked where there is more than one neuron of the same type. strong aversive olfactory signals could actually trigger the animal to take flight, as is the case with a looming visual stimulus. The DNs identified here could in principle either trigger a stereotyped behavioural response (as appears to be the case with the escape behaviour triggering DNs) in a command neuron-like manner, or they may be part of a population of, potentially multipurpose, DNs that guide behaviour in a more flexible manner.
General properties of the circuit
Looking at the circuit as whole (summarised in fig 8) , we observe a few general properties, that may reflect what happens in other sensory pathways in the fly brain, or elsewhere: First, at each level of the circuit the number of non-unique parallel elements (similar neurons, such as Or56a ORNs or DA2 PNs) appears to decrease, while the number of unique parallel elements increases (number of cell types in each layer). In more concrete terms, ~25 similar Or56a ORNs [14] synapse onto 5 DA2 PNs and local neurons, and the 5 PNs then synapse onto ~150 3rd order neurons of ~75 types, which so far appear (at least in the case of PV6a3 Caligari and both AV1a1 neurons) to target multiple 4th order neurons. The decrease of non-unique parallel elements deeper in the brain is likely due to the fact that the first sensory layers need to deal with noisy signals from the external world, so a relatively large array of sensory neurons is needed. However, after signal averaging takes place in the AL, maintaining an equally large number of parallel neurons of the same type would be redundant, and energetically wasteful. The increase in number of unique elements on the other hand may reflect the increased demands of more complex, higher-order information processing. Work on the invertebrate visual system suggests that there is a similar trend taking place when moving from the retina to the brain [76] . However, it seems likely that the second trend (increase in unique parallel cell types) will reverse at some point, when moving deeper towards motor output: the number of DNs projecting to the nerve cord is estimated to be between 400-550 bilateral pairs [77, 78] , serving as a bottleneck before the actual motor responses that in the end make up the behavioural response of the animal. Secondly, although we observe a significant divergence of the geosmin pathway, the proportion of neurons receiving geosmin input changes relatively little from layer to layer: 25/1300=0.02 (ORNs), 5/150=0.03 (PNs), 131/1500=0.09 (LHNs) (Numbers are current estimates based on literature and EM data, and could still change for the LHNs. The LHN number includes everything with 1 or more connections from DA2 PNs, and setting a slightly higher threshold would decrease the proportion.). Thus, despite the observed divergence, geosmin is still encoded in a relatively sparse manner considering the LHN population as a whole.
Other animals, other sensory systems
Integration of similar or related sensory channels is likely to be a common computation occurring in nervous systems. In the highly streamlined nervous system of C. elegans this already takes place in the sensory neurons for olfactory information [79, 80] . Here we have shown that in Drosophila the same process takes place slightly deeper in the brain: both at the axons of second order neurons, and in third order neurons. In rodents, the mitral cells (analogous to PNs in Drosophila) project from the olfactory bulb (analogous to the AL) into higher brain areas, such as entorhinal cortex, piriform cortex, amygdala and hypothalamus. Amygdala and hypothalamus are thought to be important for innate odour responses [4, 81, 82] , and predator odours have been shown to activate similar areas of amygdala and hypothalamus [82] , suggesting that there might be a similar convergence of innately aversive odour information. Regarding other sensory modalities, neurons preferentially responsive to complex stimuli such as faces [83, 84] , or vocalizations [85, 86] seem likely to arise by similar circuit mechanisms; by integrating inputs from several simpler stimulus encoding neurons. The actual physiological integration properties of the LHNs described here remains an interesting open question. In principle, neurons such as the AV1a1 LHNs could fire strongly in response to activity of any of the input channels, in which case they perform a form of dimension reduction on the signal (where odour identities are lost, and replaced with a common denominator, such as aversive), or they could require the activity of multiple concurrent inputs. In the latter case, as AV1a1 neurons were also observed to receive input from food related odour channels, the activity of the neurons could actually encode a more complex odour object, such as the presence of a spoiled food source, rather than just the presence of aversive signals. In any case, arguably the first step in deciphering such higher olfactory computations for ecologically relevant olfactory stimuli is to find out which cells are involved, and how they connect and interact with each other. The results and approaches presented here take a significant step towards that goal.
Materials and Methods
Drosophila stocks and husbandry
The following stocks were used: The Split-GAL4 [88] lines for the optogenetic screen were made as a part of a larger collaborative screen for creating a cell-type specific driver line library for LHNs (details will be described in Dolan et al., in preparation) by using a subset of the enhancer fragments used in making the original GMR GAL4 lines [28] .
For most experiments flies were reared at 25 o C and 60% humidity, under a 12:12 hour light-dark cycle, on food made with the following recipe: 4.8 l H 2 O, 275 g of Glucose, 250 g yeast, 37 g agar, 175 g flour, 125 ml Nipagen solution, 50 ml penicillin/streptomycin, 20 ml propionic acid. The same food was used also for the egg-laying and female receptivity assays. For optogenetic behavioural experiments, flies were reared at 22 on standard Iberian food containing yeast, cornmeal and agar, and supplemented with 1/500 all-trans retinal (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA).
Odour stimuli
Geosmin (CAS # 16423-19-1) was ordered from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), Product Number UC18. Other odours (for fig 1D were same as used in [44] ).
Behavioural assays
Egg-laying two-choice assay Female flies were collected on the day of eclosion under CO2 anaesthesia, reared in same sex vials at 25oC and 60% humidity. Female flies aged 5-7 days were then mated with males of similar age for 6 hours on the day of the experiments. After six hours of mating the female flies were again isolated from the males under CO2 anaesthesia and were left to recover for 2 hours before starting the experiments. For the experiments, approximately 20 females were transferred without anaesthesia into a BugDorm insect rearing cage (24.5x24.5x24.5 cm) (MegaView Science Co., Ltd., TAIWAN) made of polyester netting. Two ø 50mm Petri dish plates containing Iberian fly food were placed in opposing corners of the cage and a small plastic cup cut from the cap of a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing the experimental odour, or the solvent control, was placed at the center of each food plate. For the geosmin experiments either 5 or 50 µl of geosmin was used as a stimulus. For the experiments done with yeast odour, 100 µl of 400 mg/ml of baker's yeast in Milli-Q H2O was used. A nylon mesh was used for physically separating the flies from the odorant. All experiments started at 12:00 h Zeitgeber time (+/-1 h) and lasted for 16 hours (+/-1 h). Eggs were counted under a stereo microscope. An oviposition Preference Index (PI), was calculated by using the formula
PI could thus get values from -1 to +1, signifying total avoidance and total preference of the geosmin plate, respectively.
Egg-laying no-choice assay
Fly collection, rearing and mating was performed similarly to the twochoice assay. For the no-choice assay, 5 females were aspirated without anaesthesia onto ø 50 mm Petri dish plates containing fly food, and the lid was placed on the plate. In the experiments where the effect of odorants on egg-laying quantity was tested, the stimuli were pipetted onto a small plastic cup cut from the cap of a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. 50 µl of geosmin was used as a stimulus. A nylon mesh was used for physically separating the flies from the odorant. All experiments started at 12:00 h Zeitgeber time (+/-1 h) and lasted for 16 hours (+/-1 h). Egg were counted under a stereo microscope.
Trap assay
Fly collection and rearing was performed similarly to the egg-laying assays. On day 5 half of the females were mated similarly to the egglaying assays. After mating, 20 flies were placed in BugDorm insect rearing cages containing two conical flasks with attached pipette tips to facilitate entry and impede exit from the traps. Both flasks contained yeast mixed with H 2 O (100 µl of 200 mg/ml of baker's yeast in Milli-Q H 2 O) in order to attract the flies, and either geosmin (20ul of 1:1000) or mineral oil (20ul). All experiments started at 12:00 h Zeitgeber time (+/-1 h) and lasted for 16 hours (+/-1 h). The flies were counted in the morning and two variables were calculated: a PI (preference index) and Choice index:
Female receptivity assay
Wild-type (Canton S) female virgin flies and anosmic mutant male (w; +; Orco 1 and Ir8a 1 ; Ir25a 2 ; Orco 1 , Gr63a 1 ) flies were collected on the day of eclosion and isolated into same-sex vials (max 20-30 flies per vial) and used for experiments on day 6 or 7. Experiments were done on ø 35mm Petri dish plates filled with fly food. For the experiments testing the effects of odours on female receptivity, the odour delivery was performed similarly to the egg-laying assays. Experiments took place at 25 o C in a temperature controlled incubator (Binder, Germany), under constant lighting, and lasted for 23 hours. Behaviour was imaged by using a Point Grey Chameleon camera, which was controlled via FView. The camera was set to take images once per minute. Mating behaviour was then scored manually and number of copulations (male mountings lasting for longer than 5 mins), latency to first mating, and time of matings were extracted as variables.
Male courtship assay
Canton S experimental males, and anosmic mutant (Ir8a1; Ir25a2; Orco1, Gr63a1) females were collected on the day of eclosion and isolated into same-sex vials. Flies were raised on regular Iberian food and were 5-7 days old when they were used for the experiments. Experiments took place in a perspex chamber apparatus consisting of 24 round courtship chambers (12 mm diameter, 5 mm height) and designed to fit on top of a 48 well-plate. Males and anosmic mutant females were aspirated into the chambers through sealable holes (3 mm diameter) unanaesthetised, and were kept separated from each other until the start of the experiment by a sliding metal partition. After being aspirated to the chambers flies were given 30 minutes to acclimatise to the chamber before starting the experiment. Either 20 µl of geosmin (1:1000), or mineral oil was pipetted into the wells of the 48 well-plate, and the plate was covered with nylon mesh, so that flies could smell the stimulus, but not be in contact with it. All experiments took place 05:00 (+/-1 ) h Zeitgeber Time, and geosmin and control experiments were done on separate days, to avoid odour contamination. The chambers were washed with 70% ethanol and rinsed with running water after each experiment. Point Grey Chameleon camera controlled via FView was used for recording the experiments, and behaviour was scored manually.
Optogenetic four-field assay
The four-field optogenetic assay was carried out essentially as described Aso et al. [17] . Crosses were made on normal fly food containing 1:500 all-trans retinal (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), and eclosed females of the right genotype were collected into same-sex vials under cold anaesthesia, and reared in the dark Behavioural and imaging data throughout the paper are presented as notched box plots. The box represents the interquartile range of the sample (IQR, 25th -75th percentiles) and is split by the median line.
The whiskers extend to 1.5 x IQR beyond the box and the notches represent the 95% confidence interval for the sample median. The points mark individual sample points and asymmetrical notches indicate skewed distributions.
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry with antibodies was done similarly to [20] , and the chemical labelling similarly to [89] , with the exception of an overnight blocking step being used for antibody stainings. Primary antibodies used were: 
Confocal microscopy
A Zeiss 710 confocal microscope was used for image acquisition. Brains were imaged at 768 x 768, or 2048x1024 (AL closeup), pixel resolution in 1 mm slices (voxel size: (0.46 x 0.46 x 1 mm) using an EC Plan-Neofluar 40x/1.30 oil immersion objective (Carl Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany) and 0.6 zoom factor. All images were acquired at 16 bit colour depth.
Image processing and analysis
Image registration
Image registration for the confocal data was as carried out according to [90] . In brief: the presynaptic marker Bruchpilot (here labelled by nc82 or Brp-SNAP) was used as a basis for performing an intensity-based non-linear warping registration onto a template brain (JFRC2 or JFRC2013). The registration procedure itself was performed by using the cross platform Computational Morphometry Tool Kit software (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/cmtk). Bridging registrations were used for transforming neurons from one template brain to another [39, 91] by using the nat.flybrains (http://jefferislab.github.io/nat.flybrains, 10.5281/zenodo.1401049) R package.
Light-level neuron tracing
Registered confocal images were either obtained de novo (for comparing LH1983 to EM skeletons) or from Costa et al. [32] based on original raw data from the FlyCircuit dataset available at flycircuit.tw [31] , for comparing PN morphologies. 3D reconstructions of neurons were then created by using semi-automated tracing in Amira software (Zuse Institute, Berlin, Germany) using the hxskeletonize plugin [31, 92] . 3D reconstructions for DL5 and VA7l were obtained from [20] .
EM tracing
Neuron skeletons were manually traced in a full adult Drosophila EM volume [39] using CATMAID [40, 41] . PN glomeruli had been identified earlier by [39] for the right side of the brain. PNs on the left side of the brain were identified in the same way, and selected left-right pairs of glomeruli were confirmed by identifying the ORNs providing input to the PNs in the right AL and tracing them across the brain to the left AL.
Potential DA2 axo-axonic connectivity
To assess whether or not the DA2-DL4 connectivity was specific, we checked which PN skeletons pass within 1µm of a DA2 output synapse in the LH. (In the right LH, approximately 86% of PN-PN axo-axonic synapses occur within this threshold.) Each instance where a PN skeleton was within this 1µm radius was counted as a single potential synapse. This potential connectivity was then compared to the actual axo-axonic connectivity of the DA2 PNs.
EM downstream sampling
We used a random sampling approach to identify neurons downstream of DA2 PNs in the LH. Identified DA2 PNs (as well as all other uniglomerular PNs in the medial (mALT) and mediolateral (mlALT) antennal lobe tract) were completely reconstructed within the LH. Synapses were identified, and all postsynaptic nodes were annotated for each (consistent with the criteria described in [21] ). Once completed, the full set of postsynaptic nodes for a single representative DA2 PN was randomised. Each postsynaptic node was then used as a starting point for tracing out a downstream partner. If a postsynaptic node could not be connected to a neuronal backbone (defined by the presence of visible microtubules) as a result of ambiguous features or missing sections, it was excluded from further analysis. Approximately 20% of postsynaptic nodes (not counting those excluded on the criteria above) were sampled in this way; this number was deemed sufficient to identify the most strongly-connected neurons downstream of the DA2 PNs, based on the increasing frequency of starting nodes being connected to previously identified neurons (fig S2D) . This basic sampling procedure was repeated for the axons of selected third order neurons (AV1a1 Duck and PV6a3 Caligari). Partner neurons were initially traced just enough to identify a soma, thus confirming whether the starting node belonged to a unique or previously traced neuron. LHNs of particular interest (PV6a3 Caligari, AV1a1 Duck and Pigeon) were then traced to completion; all identifiable branches of the neuron were fully traced, and all incoming and outgoing synapses annotated. With tracing completed, we were able to examine these neurons' complete morphology (manually identifying the primary neurite, dendrites, and axon for each), as well as their PN inputs within the LH. While we only sampled from one of the five DA2 PNs on the right side of the brain, our data suggest that the more strongly-connected downstream partners should be consistent across all PNs in the group. In general, the number of times a neuron was hit in our sample correlates with the number of DA2 PNs it receives input from. Additionally, looking at five LHNs identified in our sample that were traced to completion (and thus have all their PN input identified) shows a clear correlation between total number of DA2 inputs and the number of upstream DA2 PNs.
Light versus EM comparisons of neuron morphology
All neurons taking the AV1 tract were traced far enough to identify major branches and overall morphology in the EM volume. The lightlevel tracing of AV1a1 was obtained from LH1983. Both light and EM neurons were converted to the FCWB reference space via nat.flybrains and elmr (https://github.com/jefferis/elmr, 10.5281/zenodo.1401050) R packages. elmr uses landmarks generated using the Fiji elm plugin (https://github.com/saalfeldlab/elm). The primary neurite tract was then removed from the neurons for analysis, and the light-level tracing was compared to all the EM tracings from the AV tract by using the NBLAST algorithm [32] .
Clustering of neuron morphology
Neurons downstream of DA2 PNs were converted to dot properties representations [32, 93] using the nat.nblast package (https://github.com/jefferislab/nat.nblast) [32] ). The NBLAST algorithm [32] was then used to generate an all by all similarity matrix. Hierarchical clustering was performed on the resulting distance matrix using the Ward's method (via hclust function). Cut height for the clustering was set to 0.8, after manually assessing the cluster groups.
In silico anatomy screen
For the in silico anatomical screen, the Segmentation Editor tool in the Fiji software (NIH, Bethesda, USA) was used to create binary masks of the DA2 PNs. Masked neurons were them maximum projected and merged with JFRC2 template brain [28] . Janelia FlyLight GAL4 lines [28] with expression patterns in the LH were then loaded into the same template brain with the mask in order to visually look for driver lines and neuronal clusters with overlap with the DA2 PNs. Each line was then scored for goodness of overlap, and neurons for the best matches were identified based on earlier annotation work of LH neurons done in the lab [44] , and then cross-identified in LH Split-GAL4 lines (Dolan et al., in preparation).
Neuronal morphology nomenclature
Annotation of neuronal types was based on Frechter et al. [44] (for LHNs) and Namiki et al. [77] (for DNs). Image data for light level type example skeletons from FlyCircuit can be browsed by searching for the neuron identifier at http://www.virtualflybrain.org/.
Electrophysiology
In vivo patch-clamp recordings from the DA2 projection neurons were carried out as described in [44] using the R85E04 driver line and mCD8::GFP to label the neurons. Analysis of recordings used the open source gphys R (CRAN, http://www.r-project.org) package (see http://jefferis.github.io/gphys).
In vivo calcium imaging
Functional imaging experiments on AV1a1 neurons were performed on flies containing two copies of UAS-GCaMP3 (at attP18 and attP40) driven by LH728 Split-GAL4 driver. GCaMP3 was used instead of newer versions of GCaMP for its higher baseline fluorescence which allowed easier identification of the neurons. Flies were placed into custom built holders, leaving the head and thorax exposed, under CO 2 anaesthesia and secured in place with UV curable glue (Kemxert, KOA 300). Wax was used for securing the legs and the proboscis. A window was then cut into the head capsule with sharp forceps, and trachea and air sacks were removed in order to uncover the brain. Fly brains were bathed in external saline ( [94] , see table below) adjusted to 275mM and 7.3 pH, and bubbled with 5% CO 2 . The antennae were left under the holder so that they could be exposed to odour stimuli. A custom-built setup based on the Sutter (Novato, CA) Movable Objective Microscope with a Zeiss W Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0 objective was used for the two photon imaging. A Coherent (Santa Clara, CA) Chameleon Vision Ti-Sapphire provided excitation, and image acquisition was controlled by ScanImage software [95] . Image acquisition and odour delivery were triggered by a separate PC running Igor Pro software (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) running Neuromatic. Images were captured at 8Hz at 265x255 pixel, and two photon excitation was provided at 900 nm. Odour stimulation was performed largely similarly to [23] . Odour delivery started at 3000 ms after the beginning of a trial and lasted for 2000 ms. Image analysis was performed with custom scripts written in R employing the open source scanimage package (see https://github.com/jefferis/scanimage, 10.5281/zenodo.1401028). Data was both manually checked for motion artifacts, and excluded from analysis if there were larger than 5% dF/F peaks during the baseline recording epoch, or if there were not larger than 5% dF/F responses to any of the tested odours during the stimulation epoch. 
